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The heat transfer in turbulent vortical flows is investigated by three different physical
approaches. Vortical structures are generated by inclined baffles in a turbulent pipe
flow, of three different configurations. In the first, the vortex generators are aligned
and inclined in the flow direction (called the reference geometry); in the second, a
periodic 45° rotation is applied to the tab arrays (alternating geometry); the third is
the reference geometry used in the direction opposite to the flow (reversed
geometry). The effect of the flow structure on the temperature distribution in these
different configurations is analyzed. The conventional approach based on heat-
transfer analysis using the Nusselt number and the enhancement factor is used to
determine the efficiency of these geometries relative to other heat exchangers in the
literature.
The effect of vorticity on the Nusselt number is clearly demonstrated, and so as to
highlight the respective roles of the coherent structures and the turbulence, a new
parameter is defined as the ratio of the vortex circulation to the turbulent viscosity.
The relative contribution of the radial convection to heat transfer appears to increase
with Reynolds number. The effect of mixing performance on the temperature
distribution is investigated by the field synergy method. A global parameter, namely
the intersection angle between the velocity and temperature gradient, is defined in
order to compare performances. Finally, an analysis of energetic efficiency by
entropy production, involving both heat transfer and pressure losses, is carried out to
determine the overall performance of the heat exchangers.
All these approaches lead to the same conclusion: that the reversed geometry
presents the best heat transfer coefficient and the best energetic efficiency. The
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